
Easy access upright bike
RS Line

- Reinforced structure.
- Easy access, ideal for senior citizens.
- High quality magnetic brake system, silent and maintenance free.
- 22 kg equivalent flywheel that generates a smooth and fluid

movement.
- Backward adjustable handlebar and 2 options of handlebar

position.
- Pulse measurement by contact sensors incorporated in the

handlebars for a comfortable and immediate pulse reading.
- Pulse measurement by a wireless pulse rate measurement system

included in the displayboard, radio frequency at 5kHz (pulse
transmitter belt not included). This system allows you to
comfortably monitor your heart rate during high intensity exercise.

- High comfort seat with double adjustment (vertical and horizontal)
that allows to adjust the position to the user's needs.

- Monitor with 7" backlit LCD screen with Time, Distance, Speed,
Calories, RPM and SCAN indicators.

- Quick start option.
- Manual program and 12 different pre-determined training

programmes with 16 intensity levels.
- 4 USER customisable programmes.
- WATT program designed for specific training and rehabilitation.
- HRC heart rate control program to automatically control exercise

intensity and keep effort within selected heart rate limits.
- RECOVERY recovery test to help monitor fitness.
- Bluetooth with FTMS connectivity to the main sport applications.
- Bottle rack included.
- Easy-to-handle levellers at the rear base.
- Built-in wheels for easy movement of the machine.
- Dimensions: 108x58x143 cm.
- Weight: 41,6 kg.
- Maximum user weight: 130 kg.
- 9V/1A adapter.
- Intensive use.

Due to constant innovation of our items, technical details of this item may slightly differ.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
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- Sends WATT & RPM of your training in real time to the 
main sport APPs like ZWIFT, KINOMAP, BESTCYCLING, 
WAHOO SYSTM & BKOOL.

- Hundreds of trainings and routes from all the world's 
community at these APPs.

- Smart trainings: connect by Bluetooth with the ZWIFT, 

KINOMAP, BESTCYCLING, WAHOO SYSTM & BKOOL 
and the app will take control of your and will adjust the 
resistance according to the video’s elevation profile

- Compatible with the 3 in 1 heart rate chest belt (ref. 
6010).


